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PE Report On Examination Paper 4350/04
General Comments
Only a few centres undertook course work in this session. In the majority of cases
the quality of coursework was high and of a consistent standard. The following
comments, some critical of the course work, were not necessarily the norm but offer
guidance to candidates in the final session where coursework may be undertaken. It
is very important that centres apply the assessment criteria effectively and
accurately if candidates are to maximise marks.
It is key that the question or hypothesis used by candidates is accessible. In this
year's coursework the questions chosen were clear and precise, leading them to
effective primary research.
Knowledge/Understanding
Less successful coursework tended to be 'book-based' or too descriptive. In these
cases there was insufficient application or analysis and limited use of economic
theory. In some cases a conclusion was not evident and only a limited attempt at
evaluation. On the other hand many of the good candidates demonstrated high order
skills and the very best showed not only a complete command of the subject matter
but an ability to elicit sound and often perceptive conclusions based on the evidence
provided. Some very impressive efforts.
Application
With the better candidates significant use was made of economic terminology which
was applied precisely to the question/hypothesis posed Definitions of key terms was
clear understanding. The weaker responses were almost universally descriptive in
approach, often losing sight of the economic approach to their argument. This may
at times be the result of a poorly constructed research question/hypothesis. The
majority of candidates this year based their responses on both primary and secondary
data. It was pleasing to see the effort and persistence of candidates in collecting
data and using it in an informative and interesting manner in developing their
arguments. There was some impressive work here for which candidates should be
congratulated. Less successful candidates tended to base their argument on text
book rather than research based arguments. This year there were considerably
fewer signs of this approach.
Interpretations and Analysis
There was some excellent analysis by many candidates. They showed an ability to
use the collective research material in a relevant, informative and often perceptive
manner. Use of economic theory and concepts was impressive at this level. The
better candidates supported their argument with good diagrammatic analysis.
Candidates would be advised not to use analysis not in the specification as often a
lack of real understanding becomes evident.

Evaluation
Most candidates attempted some form of evaluation but only the best candidates had
complete command of this higher order skill. In these cases there was some
outstanding evidence of clear thinking and reasoned judgement. Weaker candidates
sometimes failed to offer a conclusion of any kind, while others drew conclusions not
always based on the evidence collected.
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